We describe some simple simulations showing two possible adaptive advantages of the ability to predict the consequences of one's actions: predicted inputs can replace missing inputs and predicted success vs. failure can help deciding whether to actually executing a planned action or not. The neural networks controlling the organisms' behaviour include distinct modules whose connection weights are all genetically inherited and evolved using a genetic algorithm except those of the predictive module which are learned during life.
Introduction
Organisms respond to current sensory input from the environment with movements that change the environment or their body's physical relation to the environment. These changes at least partially determine the successive inputs that the environment sends to the organism's sensory organs but this causal relation is ignored by purely reactive organisms which only respond to current input. In contrast, more complex organisms can predict what the next sensory input from the environment is going to be, given the current sensory input and the movement with which they plan to respond to this sensory input. (For possible neural structures underlying the ability to predict in primates, see [1], [2], [3] .) What are the adaptive advantage(s) of this predictive ability? What can organisms with a predictive ability do that organisms without this ability cannot do?
The possible adaptive advantages of being able to predict the sensory consequences of one's movements have already been discussed in the literature. For example, Clark et Grush [4] propose that responding to the predicted proprioceptive input resulting from one's movements may allow organisms to move faster because they don't have to wait for the actual proprioceptive input. In this paper we describe some simple simulations that address this question by demonstrating two possible roles of the ability to predict: predicted inputs can replace missing inputs from the environment and predictions of success or failure can help the individual to take decisions. If any thing prevents some critical input from reaching the organism's sensors, the organism can still behave appropriately by responding to a predicted input that replaces the missing input. If an organism can predict whether or not a planned response will produce some desired result, the organism can decide to actually execute the response in case of predicted success and avoid executing the response in case of predicted failure. In Sections 2 and 3 we describe some simulations using the first scenario and the second scenario, respectively. In Section 4 we draw some brief conclusions.
Predicted Inputs Replace Missing Inputs
To survive and reproduce an organism must reach (and eat) the food elements that are randomly distributed in the environment. At any given time the organism's sensory organs encode the position of the single nearest food element and the organism must respond by turning towards and approaching the food element. The organism's behaviour is controlled by a sensory-motor neural network with one input unit encoding the location of the food element which is currently nearest to the organism, one output unit encoding the movement with which the organism responds to the sensory input, and two internal units (Figure 1a ). An initial population of organisms is generated by assigning random connection weights to the neural network that controls each organism's behaviour and a genetic algorithm is used to evolve in a succession of generations networks which have the appropriate connection weights that allow them to perform the task. Now imagine that for a variety of reasons (failures of attention on the part of the organism, something going across between the food and the organism, etc.) in some cycles the input from the nearest food element is replaced by some other, irrelevant, input. We simulate all these different circumstances by assigning a randomly generated activation level to the neural network's input unit in a certain percentage of input/output cycles. If the organism's neural network is a simple network mapping sensory input into motor output, in these 'blind' cycles the organism is lost. The input which replaces the input from food is randomly generated but the organism has no way of knowing this and it responds to the randomly generated input as it were input from food. We expect that in these circumstances the organism's overall behaviour sensory-motor module predictive module same/different module implementation module motor output sensory input
